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  WE MARINATE, grill and slow roast our meat using authentic recipes, chop our salsas and fry every single tortilla chip.
We’re the crowd favourite, fast casual Cali-style Mex joint offering dope tacos, burritos, nachos, bowls and speciality taco salads (only available at Mexicali). Made with the freshest ingredients and authentic recipes from waaaay back, way back to the 70’s. With paleo, keto, vegetarian and vegan options available – we’ve got something for all ya mates. 
READ OUR BRAND STORY >
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                Let’s taco about what’s in it…




              

              
                Keep that allergy at bay. Read our nutritional info sheet to find out the facts. 
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                Authentic MEX PRODUCTS & ingredients



              

              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  







  Keeping it real. Many of our ingredients are sourced from local NZ suppliers and producers (keeping our food miles to a minimum), but we do source some genuine Mexican products from specialist suppliers to keep our offer as authentic and dope as possible. Ingredients like Mexican refried and black beans, Jarritos and guajillo chilli are imported directly from Mexico. 
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                $4.50 taco tuesday



              

              
                All day, every Tuesday.
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                HAND-Fried TORTILLA CHIPS




              

              
                Our crunchy tortilla chips get fried by hand, fresh instore.
Making our nachos taste the bomb!
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  Did someone say Taco catering? 
Feed a crowd with our Mexican catering options. Ain’t no party like a taco party! Our Fiesta Kits will get the whole family singin’! 
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  ROLL WITH US ON INSTA























  
  








  
    FOLLOW US
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                  [image: Happy National Burrito Day! 🌯 To celebrate we are giving away a FREE Burrito Box to feed up to 10 people in your workplace/flat! To enter simply follow us and tag your flat or workmates. The more tags, the better your chance! T&amp;Cs Apply. . . . T]
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